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- Initiatives supported by HSPD-24
USNORTHCOM MISSION STATEMENT
USNORTHCOM anticipates and conducts Homeland Defense and Civil Support operations within the assigned area of responsibility to defend, protect, and secure the United States and its interests.

USNORTHCOM defends America’s homeland—protecting our people, national power, and freedom of action
Interagency Cooperation and Collaboration

Over 60 Organizations are part of our Team

Redefining Jointness…Success Through Effective Relationships
Initiatives Supported by HSPD-24

- Biometrically-Enabled Access Control at all DOD installations
  - Enterprise database with common alerts
  - Vetting using shared Federal databases
- Maritime Interdiction; cooperation with the US Naval Criminal Investigative Services (NCIS) and USCG; improved handheld devices connected to common databases
- Protection of borders
- Collaboration with all mission partners to share common data
Defending our Homeland